Join Carl DeMaio…
To Take Back California!
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
Through his Reform California, Carl DeMaio has announced four important projects as part of a
comprehensive strategy for getting the “coalition of common-sense citizens” to fight back
against the liberal tax-and-spend Super-Majority in California. Volunteers and support are
needed for four key projects that DeMaio has underway:

Stop the Tax Hikes
With their new power, California Democrat politicians are cooking up taxes and the state and local levels! Carl and
his team already beat back the “Text Tax” in December. But more tax hikes are planned. The current campaign is
focused on blocking the “Water Tax,” a massive sales tax planned locally, and the attack on Prop 13. Of course, we
haven’t given up on the Gas Tax Repeal – news on that soon!

Audit the Voter Rolls
The Democrats have passed motor-voter laws that have intentionally made
our voter registration process a complete mess! Illegal immigrants have been
registered to vote and many duplicate voter registrations have been found.
Reform California is working to force a county-by-county audit of voter
registration rolls to weed out all the problem registrations.

Union Dues Rebate Drive
The Democrats have a massive campaign cash advantage because powerful
government labor union bosses have illegally taken dues from members
paychecks without their consent and used those funds for politics. THe recent
Janus Supreme Court decision can stop that – if we help union members sign
the proper forms to get a rebate on their union dues and cut the flow of
campaign cash to Sacramento politicians.

2020 Campaigns

How You Can Help!
--Volunteer at the Office
--Organize a Mail-a-Thon with
your friends
--Table to collect signatures
--Help with a Rally in front of a
Target politician’s office
--Phone bank and text

Interested? Set
something up today by
calling 619-786-8019 or
email
info@reformcalifornia.org

We successfully recalled Sen. Josh Newman over his vote to approve the gas
tax. We believe that we should TARGET vulnerable Democrat politicians to
defeat them in 2020 over their votes for costly tax hikes and other extreme
policies. A number of “pressure” campaigns are underway to make things difficult for them. We won’t give them a
moments rest!
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